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The Chicken War. 
The extinction of moral, ethic and friendship. 

 

The goal: 

Be the first Chicken to gain enough startup capital to start a new Chicken farm. 

The winner is the first player to hold 8 points for one turn. 

 One chicken or egg counts for one point. 

 You have to have 8 points from the end of your previous turn until the end of your breading phase 

of your next turn. (Eggs gained from attacking in the following round doesn’t count) 

 You have to have at least one chicken on the map to win. 

The game: 

Is suitable for three to six players (with different game boards) and last about one hour. 

Items: 

6 chickens of different colors pr. player. 

7 eggs in the colors of each players. 

One field of hexagons (pre made). 

 - with fields of food “+ one card”  and nest’s “+ one egg” placed equal around the field. 

 - Fixed starting locations. 

Equal amount of attack and defense cards. 

 Red cards are attacking cards. (Hearts and diamonds) 

 Black cards are defending cards. (Spades and clubs) 

 Special cards, cards whom are written on. (nest, egg or food)  

Additional nest and food field markers. 

Beginning: 

Draw a card, the player who draw the highest value begins the game. 

Every player place two chickens in his starting point.  
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Round: 

o Breading phase: 

 Collect income, one card for every second chicken (1-3 chickens = 1 card, 4-5 chickens = 2 cards etc.). “+ 

one card” for every “food” tile. 

 Minimum one and maximum 9 cards after collecting (Player picks up and discards immediately 

afterwards).  

 If you control nest you get “+ one egg”. 

 Buy units for the cost of two eggs. (Placed on your starting point, if occupied players is obliged to move 

it free, when possible) 

o Action phase: 

 You have five actions. (moving, attacking or playing special cards each cost one move.) 

o Moving: move a chicken one tile.  

o Playing a special card. 

 Egg: collect a egg. 

 Nest or food: place a food marker on any free tile. (not counting chickens) 

o Attack an opposition. (see below) 

Combat: 

o The attacker shows clearly where and with whom he attacks.  

  If he get supported by one of his own units, (standing on a tile next to the attacked) he 

gets “+ one” in attack. 

o Attacker put down his cards in blind. (He can bluff and don’t need to use attack cards) 

o Next player (optional) put down cards (defense or attack), which give “+ one”. (If several 

players help maximum of one point is given either attack or defense) 

o The defender puts down his cards last.  

o The cards are shown and all shown cards are discarded. 

 If equal defender wins.  

o If attacker wins he gets the tile, the defender dies and: 

 A- He collects one egg. 

 B- He make the tile a “+ one egg” tile using a marker.  

o If defender wins he stays and collect one card. 

o Attacking chicken is out of move. 

o Other players helping the winner collects one card. 

Additional rules: 

 No trading 

 If all your chickens are killed, you respawn one chicken for free at your starting point at your 

breeding phase. 

 You can’t occupy other players starting point. 

 You can’t place nest or food at a starting point. 

 You don’t need to tell have many cards you have. 

 You announce when you have points enough to win. 

 A tile can maximum have two “+ one” counters on it. 


